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ABSTRACT 

Reaction r.t.r for fission rmoduct. and spallation products 
produc.d by bombarding natur*l load and d.pl.ted uranium 
foils with protons at 600 l4.V and 1100 N.V hav. boon dotar- 
mined using GeCLi) spectroscopy methods. The foils *.r. 
p1ac.d on the b.am entrant* face Of * thick r.ctangular t.r- 
get block of tli. r.sp.ctiv* material. Spectra of ge.m**--r*y* 
emitted in the d.cay of th.s* products botr..n on. hour and 
on. ye.r after irradiation ..r. obtained. Gamma-rays WC. 
assign.d to th. r.sponsibl. products by matching g.m.*--ray 
.n.rgi.s and h*lf-1iv.s. Reaction rat.= ..r. th." obt*in.b 
from th. data by first detrrmining tha appropriate g*mm*- 
ray activity *s of the and of th. irradiation. corr.cting 
for det.ctor .ffici.ncy and palm*--ray tr*nsition probability 
and dividinq by th. bea* current. 
Th. resulting ;.actAon rat.s er. c0mpar.d sith mod.1 crlcu- 
lations at 1100 Il*v. Th. gen.ral shapes of th. distributions 
of reaction r.t.s Y.PIUS q .s. nunbw agr.. frirly. but 
thw. ar. large d~rcreprnci.s b.tue.n individul dat* 
points and calculation. R**sons for this IF. discuss.d. 
especially regarding the .ff.ct of n.utrons and secondaries 
which w. produced in th. targ.t block. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

1arg.t foils of 1.0 mm thickn.ss .nd 30 mm dia*.t.r I.?. 
placed on the beam entrant. fat. of * larg. t*rg.t simu- 
lating an "infinitely thick. spellation targot. T*o t*rg.t 
matwials mwe chosen for investigation. l.*d of natural 
composition and d.pi*t.d uranium eith an U-235 content of 
less than 0.5 2. 
The .xperinents m.r. conduct.d at Saturn.'Nation*l Labora- 
tory CLNS) rithin the Contra d-5 tud.r Nuc1.air.r d. S*cl*y 
at proton .n.rgi.s of 600 )I.V and 1100 H.V. Th. .v.c*P. 
bum Int.nrity *as up to 80 nA for the 1100 l.V runs and 
UP to 25 nA far th. 600 M,V runs. A ware d.t*il.d d.scrip- 
tion of th. LNS .xp.rim.nts is given in r.f.r.nc. /I/. 
Th* uranium saa~1.s IW. vaiuu* .ncapsul*t.d in aluminum 
c*s.s to prewnt th. .scaping of radioactiv. g*s.s. 
FolIoring each irradiation th. s*mpl.s *.r. as quickly 
mov.d to th. counting *r.* *I al1w.d by h.alth physics 
considerations conc.rni"g th. larg. t*rg.t block. Short 
lived radioisotopes WC. out of th. stop. of this inv.sti- 
gation. 

A C.CLi)-d*t.ctor having .n SO-& rolua. .*s "r.d for th. 
q .asur*m.nts. Th. output of the d*t.ctor **I amp1ifi.d 
using standard equip*.nt. Th. .n.rgy r.rolution for th. 
1332 k.V lin. .*f 2.2 k.V full-ridth at half-¤axiaum. Th. 
d.t.ctor u*s calibrated against IAEA and Pla st*nd*cd 
refwonc. sow-c.* with +Zt *CCW*CY. 
Th. sa*pl.s rer. initrally placed ;om. m.t.rs fro* th. 
face of tha d.t.ctor. Yh." th. counting rat. had d.- 

INTRODUCTION 

Lead and uranium *r. possibl. targ.t haterials for th. 
German high flux neutron sowc. SNO. Therefore. it is 
required to study th. production of residual activity in 
these targ.t materials both from safety and a*int.nanc* 
*sp*cts. 

cr.ss*d. th.y ..I.. l ov.d c1os.r to th. d.t.ctor. Er.n *t 
th. closest dist*nc* of 23 c*, tn. d.t.ction l ffici."cy is 
small enough to l *ke tru. coincid.nt g*rma-ray rum*ing 
nogligibl.. 
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Thor. *r. tuo possible ways to accomplish this task. Th. 
first is to study * n.*rly r.alistic spallation targot in 
* mock-up .xp.rir.nt. map th. induced activiti.s *t various 
positions insid. the target and derive reaction rates at 
those points. This procedur. h*s beon adopted in th. 
b.ginning of th. SNP study. It is. ho..v.r. not postibl. 
to s.p*r.t. th. co0bin.d inf1u.nc.s of primary protons, 
secondary charged particles and fast or moderated n.utrons. 
Thus, it is not straxghtformard to scale up th. results to 
a r.al spallation target lik. th. propos.d target sh*.l. 
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REF. 
600 MeV a00 MeV 100 llev 

REACTION 

11.0*-3.3 10.5 

11 

9.9 
10-a+-0.7 10.5 10.2 

10.9+-o. 
10.8 

11.0 10.15 10.4 

Cl3 
CZI 
c33 
(63 
El1 

Thsr.for*, the s.Co"d proc.d"r., to ~study th. fundr..ntal 
high energy procsssss *nd to comp*r. these r.sults .ith mod.1 
calculations. should b. pr.f.r*d. In this m*)yt lor .n.rgy 
neutron reactions, which are subject to normal r.actor 
calculations, can b. s.parat.d from high en.rgy proc.ss.s, 
and models for high energy spallation and fission pros.os.o 
can be compared with exp.rim.ntal data direet.ly. This 
results in a combined effort to improv. both th. ddta basis 
and the q od.1. 

The pr.s.nt paper, actually, is betr.en both procedur... 
Data which have been teken in connection with 'infinit.ly 
thick" spallation targets have been reduced to obtain 
distribution. of r..ciion rat.. *s * function of mass nu*b.r, 
so-called mass-yi.ld distributions. 
These have b..n compar.d with calcul*tions for thin targ.ts, 
although th. inflwnc. of s.condari.s *nd neutrons could not 
be excluded. 
The data for fission products and spallation products h*ve 
been obtained in this study by gallma-ray *ss*y of un- 
separated products in thin foils of uraniu 0'1 l.ad. Th.s. 
foils have been bombarded by protons at 600 Il.V and llgg WV 
and gamma-ray spectra have been recorded in time to follor 
the decay of individual gem.*-ray 1in.s. 

19.6H.9118 I 17 Cl1 
C21 
c43 
C63 
c71 

13 12 
15 I d:: 15-o+-1. 

17.3 I 
13.6 
16.3 I 14.0 

Al-27Cp,x39.-7 4.0 I 5.4 I 7.0 
9 I 6.4+-O. 4 a 

7.6 
5.7 

3.8 6.3 7.0 
+ 

*dopt.d values for b.a* *onitor ccoss s.ctionr 
Al-.Z7C~,3pn)Ns-24 11.0 10.9+-0.2 10.5 
Al-27Cp,x>Ns-22 15.0 12.0 
Al-z7CP,x>a.-7 5.0 7.6 

J 

Cl3 G. FRIEDLANDER et al., Phys. R.v. 99Cl9553263 
based on * value of 10.8 mb for Na-24 at 450 M.V 
*s giv.n by L.Marqu.z. Phys. R.v. 86Cl9523 405 

CZ3 J.B. CUHIIING, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 13(1963>261 
C33 J-8. CUll4ING .t al..Nucl. Inrtr. M.th. laOCl981337 
C43 ".R. HEVDEGGER et al.. Phys. R... Cl4Cl97631506 
CSC E. BAKER .t al., Phys. Rev. 112~195931319 
C61 G. RUSSELL et *~..IcANs-V, Juelicn 1981 
C73 J.TOaAILE" et al., CEA-N-1466Cl3 

TABLE 1. Cross sections for aluminum .onitor r.actions from 
literature and adopt.d values for th. pr.sent .ork- Values 
*r. int.rpo1at.d If no .rror is stat.d. 
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The spectr. were recorded in tin. , starting at best halt 
a" hour after end of irradiation. The last data were taken 
one year thereafter. Counting time intervalls ranged 
betreen five minutes end 24 hour... 

The number of protons Per s?cond hitting the target ues 
determined from monitor reactions in aluminum. Cross 
sections from literature end the adopted values tar the 
reactions Al-27 Cpr3pn) Na-24 * Al-27 CP,X) N.-Z2 and 
AL-27 CPSX) Be-7 are given in table I. The number of re- 
sidual nuclei at end of irradiation is determined by g.IIm.- 
ray spectrometrlc measurements. The adopted nuclear Pr.P.r- 
ties are given in table 2. From these measurements the 
beam intensities in table 3 follor. 

G4MMA-RAY 
ISOTOPE tiALFLIFE . 

ENERGY CKeVl ,INTENSIlY C13 

I Na 21 I 99.96 
100.00 I 

I 2754.10 1 99.85 I 

TABLE 2. Adopted decay properties of Na 24. Na 22 and 8. 7. 

TARGET ENERGY 
I 

INTENSITY 
MATERIAL EH.Vl CPROTONS/SECl 1 

TABLE 3. Beam intensities and irradiation times of the 
experiment discussed in the Present pepw. 

As a reference cross section only the Al-27Cp13pn3N.-2I 
value Y.S used which is given in the literature vith more 
Precision than the values for the other tro reactions. 
For a bean Intensity as calculated from a given Na 21 
production the agreement bet..." calculated cross sections 
for the other tea reactions and the litretur. values is 
only reasonable. 
For the calculatons we assumed . 1SZ error in the beam 
intensities which results tram counting error, error in 
taking the correct irradiation tin. and mainly the error6 
in Production cross sections. 
The irradiation times dursted UP to b2 minutes- The beaM 
intensity ras monitored in five minutes steps by a second- 
ary emission chamber. All irradiations rrn eith only 
sliahtlv varvina beam current so that tar the longer lived . __ 
nuciides no corrections met-e necessary. 
The gamma-ray spectra obtained VW. recorded on magnetiG 
tapa for subsequent computer analysis and isotope identi- 
fication. They uere tirst corrected for analyzer deedtime 
and for random summing eftects. Then the peak area. were 
extracted urinp the cornouter code AGAMEMNON 12,. These 
results rer. input to thi haltlife analysis and nuclide 
identification cod. YELLOY 121r which determines the 
gamma-ray intensities es a function of tine tolloving 
irradiation and assigns to the decay particular Products 
based on matching the gemme-rey energies snd nuclide half- 
lives. The results uer. then corrected tar decay during 
irradiation and for gamma-ray attenuation in the sarP1.s. 

For the present data it was sufticient to include only one 
parent and on. daughter decay. since most of the ~recursec 
nuclides have short lifetimes and had decayed completely 
by the initiation ot the first measurement which revealed 
the respective nuclide. Details ot the methods are re- 
0ort.d 1” reference /2/. 

Th. dissus.ion shows that the resctio" ret.5 uhich to 
obtain is the tin.1 goal Of the experiments eve not the 
direct informatlo" of the app1i.d .rPeriasntal method. 
The prin.ry experimental informations deduced from the 
measured spectra are photo" act'ivities of particular panme- 
ray transitions from decay of tission and spallation prod- 

ucts produced by the irradiation. To determine the re- 
action r.t. of a giv.n product. both the knowledge of 
its nuclear properties and the knorledge of experimental 
paremeters are required. Nucleer properties .P. aemme-rev 
transition probabilities and h.lfliv& ot the Product anb 
its parent. Experimental Parameters are detector efficiency 
at the respective energy, the irradiation history and the 
been intensity as discussed above. 
All these properties and parameters arv themselves possible 
soucc*s of errers. For non-fission products, es~.ci.lly in 
the lead region. eve" the nuclear Properties are not so 
me11 known. 
Thus. it should be evident. that mess-yield distributions 
derived tram gamma-ray spectronetrical-methods 
- miss meny mass chains, which have either weak gemme-ray 

emitters or no gamma-ray emitters et all, 
- mill only give results for . defined set of products 

vith high reaction rates, strong gamma-ray intensities 
and long enough halflives. unless radiochemical sepe- 
ration methods .c. aPP1i.d. 

- show fluctuations even relative to each other due to 
different nuclear properties end their quite ditferent 
influences in deriveing resetton rates from the decay 
charecteristiss of P specific grmma-ray transition. 

RESULTS 

The measured reaction rates for 40 fission and rpdllation 
products in natural lead er. given in table 4: the data for 
56 products in depleted uranium in teble 5. Uncertainties 
include stetistisal errors , fitting errors from the de- 
composition of . gemme--r.y line es . Mublot or triplet, 
counting ret. associated uncertainties. errors in the 
detector l fticiency calibration end the uncertainty in 
braa intensity. They do not include eny errors in nuclear 
properties of the respective fission or spellstion PrOducts. 
Theretore, the nuclear Properties adopted for the crlcu- 
letions are also tabulated in tables 6 and 5. 
Most of then were obtained lrom fhe Erdtmann and Sayk. 
compilation /3/ of gamma-Cay lines and have been checked 
for consistency rith the L.d.r.r and Shirley compilation 
/Cl. For the shorter lived products errors in halflives 
rould contribute considerably to the errors given for the 
reaction ret.*. Uncertainties in the absolute gamma-rey 
intensities should be considered for all Products. 

ReactIon rates for fission and spallation products were 
obtained Primarily tor nuclides heving helflives greater 
than about on. day and having reaction rates greater than 
ZE-07 reactions per PrOton per g/cm* in lead 9 and greater 
than LE-06 reactions per PrOtOn Per g/C"? in uranium. 
Reaction Pates per. not obtained for all nuclides trithin 
this defined set, particularly not for those that dacav 
almost entu-ely by beta-ray emisssion. but also for . tee 
for which the primary gamma-ray had nearly the sew gemma- 
ray energy es a more intense gamma-ray from another 
nuclide having a slnilar halflife. 

There were gamma-rays observed for which reaction rates 
were not obtained, even though the gamma-ray could have 
been ascribed to the decay of a specific product. In these 
cases the assianments mere not allost Certei". 
U. uere satisfied vith analyzing on. or two gemme-rays 
assocxeted vith the decay of a give" product, usually but 
not always the gamma-rey with the h&ghost intensity. 

Ue attempted to obtain information for addition.1 Products, 
particularly for the light mSSs products Fe. Cur 2". tat 
which we of importance in corrosion studies IS/. 
Even rhen observed, however, the extracted reaction ret.5 
for the expected gemme-Peys ser. not adequate to determine 
unacbigously correct rssignwnts. In our opinion. this 
can be accomplished only if radiochemical S.P.r.tiOn 
methods are applied. 
For some Products l hich have been observed in the 1100 MeV 
experiments no results are given at 600 MeV. There are tuo 
P..SO"S far that. Firstly. the 600 MeV experiments have 
boon conducted at 1ou.r beam currents. This is especielly 
true for the uranium experiment. As a Cons.qu."c., almost 
exclusively fission products have been observed. Secondly. 
tar those runs the decay in time could not be recorded es 
needed due to technic.1 problems (sharing the l ulti- 
channel a”a1YZ.r uith another group, d.1.y in chipping 
the foils from Franc. to our laboratory). 
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CANHA HALFLIFE REACTIOn RATE 

NUCLIDE ENERGY INTENSITY HALFLIFE OF PARENT lE-6 r~act./prOton/(g/cr**2) 
NUCLXOE 

/k.V/ 1x1 a 1100 l4.V 6 600 HeV 

57 Ho 160 726.10 61.00 25.0 n 1.19 d 15.1 l - 4.3 n.d. 
59 lm 165 242.90 35.10 1.253d 10.5 . 32.4 +- 5.4 n-d. 

296.06 23.11 
59 Tm 166 2052.90 20.15 7.7 h 2.3634 32.6 +- 6.2 n.d. 

776.60 19.82 
19 Tn 167 207.60 42.00 9.25 d 17.7 q 45.6 +- 1.1 n.d. 
?J fb 169 197.97 36.00 30.70 d 1.417d 46.4 +- 6.4 14.3 +- 3.2 

177.16 22.00 
130.51 11.50 

II Lu 170 1054.26 4.614 2.02 d 16.0 h 76.4 +- 20.3 r1 LU 171 739.62 52.77 a.22 d 12.09 h 51.6 +- 10.6 12.7"::.2.6 
667.60 11.64 

I1 LU 173 272.01 12.50 1.37 Y 23.6 h 101 +- 17.5 31.1 +- 6.7 
12 Hf 175 343.40 06.92 70.0 d 10.5 h 60.7 +- 17.1 22.9 +- 5.0 

432.60 1.56 
75 Re 163 162.32 24.97 70.4 d 13.0 h 65.2 +- 9.5 59.2 +- 12.7 
76 3s 165 646.11 81.00 94.0 d 14 h 73.9 l - 10.4 72.6 +- 15.6 

660.27 5.152 
77 xr 166 155.03 33.40 1.73 d 10.3 d 65.1 +- 15.6 73.0 +- 20.3 

633.10 21.60 
1210.00 6.75 
2012.00 0.50 

ra Pt 191 536.67 13.40 2.6 d 3.2 h 107 l - 14.9 147 ..- 26.0 
359.88 5.89 

79 AU 195 96.66 11.60 163 d 9.5 h 86.0 +- 12.7 11.3 +- 25.5 
81 11 200 367.97 66.4 1.066d 21.5 h 66.0 +- 12.5 73.9 +- 14.9 

579.28 14.0 
628.32 11.0 

61 11 201 135.34 3.70 3.0634 9.4 h 121 +- 24.6 115 +- 16.6 
62 Pb 203 279.16 60.60 2.17ld 11.76 h 129 +- 20.7 101 +- la.4 

401.31 3.60 
63 6i 204. 699.15 99.0 11.3 h 3.52 h 14.5 +- 1.9 1717 +- 3.2 

374.74 75.0 
63 6i 205 703.30 26.6 15.31 d 1.6 h 19.7 +- 4.1 n.d. 

1764.27 27.0 
997.60 17.0 

63 Bi 206 603.05 100.00 6.243d 6.03 d 9.9 +- 1.3 n-d. 
681.00 67.60 
1716.65 34.00 

63 6i 207 569.67 96.0 36 
5.7 d' 

5.6 h 10.6 +- 1.7 9.7 +- 2.2 
25 tin 52 1434.30 100.00 6.3 h 0.71 l - 0.15 n-d. 
25 Mn 54 834.01 99.976 312.2 d 0.95 l - 0.13 0.43 l - 0.11 
30 Ln 65 1115.52 SO.75 243.0 d 15.2 m 2.‘ +- 0.2 n-d. 
34 se 15 264.65 56.60 120.4 d 1.63 h 3.7 +- 0.4 1.5 l - 0.4 

279.53 24.73 
400.65 11.13 

37 Rb 63 529.54 30.0 06.2 d 32.4 h 5.6 +- 0.7 5.2 +- 1.1 
552.50 16.3 

36 sr 65 513.99 99.26 64.73 d 2.7 h 6.1 +- 1.1 5.4 l - 1.1 
39 7 67 404.72 92.2 3.34bd 1.6 h 6.5 t- 1.1 n-d. 
39 I 66 1636.01 99.36 106.6 d 63.4 d 0.4 +- 1.7 9.5 l - 2.2 

696.02 94.00 
40 2r 09 909.20 99.67 3.2664 2.02 h 4.8 l - 0.7 n-d. 
45 Rh 1018 306.77 66.7 4.34 d 6.5 h 6.2 +- 1.1 n-d. 
45 Rh 102 475.00 93.50 2.69 V 3.0 +- 0.4 2.4 +- 0.7 

631.10 55.60 
697.10 44.64 

47 Pg 105 344.20 40.9 41.3 d 56.0 m 3.5 +- 0.7 19.9 +- 4-s 
260.30 29.7 
644.55 10.2 
443.37 10.6 

50 sn 113 391.71 64.17 115.1 d 6.74 . 0.2 +- 0.04 n-d. 
255.04 2.07 

52 To 121 573.06 79.10 '16.6 d 2.12 h 1.7 +- 0.2 1.s'*- 0.4 
58 co 139 165.65 60.0 137.5 d 4.5 h 2.2 l - 0.2 n-d. 
61 Pm 143 742.00 39.50 265 d 0.83 . 2.6 +- 0.4 n-d. 
63 Eu 146 747.13 96.60 4.6 d 46.3 d 1.1 +- 0.2 0.43 l - 0.17 

1406.60 3.30 
63 Eu 149 327.70 3.6 93.1 d 9.4 d 10.6 +- 3.5 n-d. 
21 SC 46 1120.52 99.99 63.65 d 0.50 +- 0.15 “.d. 
21 SC 46 1311.60 99.99 l.a25d 9.60 +- 0.15 n-d. 
26 Fe 59 1099.22 56.50 45.1 d 1.7 +- 0.2 n-d. 

1291.56 43.20 
43 2r 95 724.16 44.20 64.4 d 10.3 m 4.1 l - 0.4 3.9 l - 0.9 

756.72 54.80 
44 R" 103 497.06 86.40 39.35 d 50 s 7.1 +- 1.5 6.0 +- 1.7 

610.33 5.30 
45 Rh 136 621.60 9.606 29.9 5 368.2 d 2.2 l - 0.4 n-d. 

1050.10 1.463 
47 Ag 1lOn 657.72 94.74 249.9 d 1.9 +- 0.4 2.6 +- 0.7 

664.67 72.66 
65 lb 160 876.37 30.0 72.1 d 13.4 l - 3.2 22.3 +- 4.0 

966.17 25.5 
60 "g 203 279.17 61.50 46.59 d 11.7 l - 1.1 15.1 l - 3.2 

TASLE 4. Reaction rates of spallation and fission products produced by 
protons of 1100 leV and 600 MeV at the beam entrance surface of a thick 
rectangular target of natural lead. The data ar. ordered by mass nu.b.rr 
in three groups each. The first gcoug consists of sgallation products, 
the second of neutron deficient high energy fission products, the third 
of neutron rich fission products and other p- smitters. 
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2 !b Fe 59 

I6 tir 87 
19 Sr 91 
to Lr 95 

to zr 97 
r2 no 99 
,4 RU 103 

5 Rh 105 

,5 Rh 106 

7 Ag 112 

8 Cd 115 

5 1 Sb 125 

5 1 Sb 127 

5 2 79 129 
5 2 70 132 

5 

5 
5 
5 

3 J134 

5 cs 137 
6 3a 139 
7 La 140 

5 8 Ce 141 
5 7 La 142 
5 8 Ce 143 
5 8 Ce 144 
6 0 Nd 147 
6 3 Eu 156 

3 OZn 65 
3 1 Ca 68 
3 4 Se 75 

3 7 Rb 83 

3 9 I 87 
3 9 I 88 

4 0 zr 89 
4 1 Nb 911 
4 5 Rh 1011 
4 7 Ag 105 

5 0 sn 113 

5 2 10 121 
5 4 Xe 127 

5 8 Ce 139 
6 1 Pa 143 
6 3 Eu 146 

7 9 Au 192 

7 3 Au 194 

8 1 71 200 

3 Bi 204 

3 bi 205 

3 Si 201 

3 Bi 207 
5 At 209 

‘iijCL [DE 
GAHHA 

iNEl7i.V INTENS 

/kcV/ /9/ 

.099.21 54.50 
!291.56 43.20 
402.70 48.3 
555.57 60.7 
724.18 44.20 
756.72 54.80 
743.3c 98.00 
140.51 90.90 
497.08 Bb.40 
610.33 5.30 
319.24 19.6 
306.31 5.44 
621.d9 9.806 
050.10 1.463 
387.00 5.4 
616.80 43.5 
336.30 46.10 
527.06 32.90 
492.29 10.20 
427.95 29.60 

636.15 11.20 
463.51 15.00 
b(5.50 35.7 
473.00 25.0 
793.80 15.0 
459.50 7.14 
116.30 1.95 
228.16 88.50 
884.08 66.50 
047.03 96.00 
661.62 84.62 
165.80 la.8 
596.20 95.47 
815.80 22.32 
487.03 43.00 
145.45 48.00 
641.17 52.50 
293.30 43.4 
133.53 10.8 
531.00 13.5 
026.61 3.502 
115.52 50.75 
077.44 3.30 
264.65 58.60 
279.53 24.73 
400.65 11.13 
529.54 30.0 
552.50 lb.3 
484.72 92.2 
83b.01 99.36 
898.02 94.00 
909.20 99.87 
205.00 3.4 
306.77 86.7 
344.20 40.9 
280.30 29.7 
644.55 10.2 
443.37 10.8 
391.71 64.17 
255.04 2.07 
573.08 79.10 
202.84 68.0 

172.10 25.4 
374.96 17.7 
lb5.85 80.0 
742.00 38.50 
747.13 98.60 
408.80 3.30 
316.50 84.75 
295.98 32.63 
328.50 60.90 
293.bO 10.663 
367.97 88.4 
579.28 14.0 
828.32 11.0 
899.15 99.0 
374.74 75.0 
703.30 28.0 
744.27 27.0 
987.80 17.0 
803.05 00.00 
881.00 67.60 
110.45 34.00 
569.67 98.0 
782.00 58.0 
792.00 37.0 

HALFLIFE 

45.1 0 

74.4 II 
9.47 h 

64.4 

d 

l.473d 

29.9 5 

3.14 h 

2.224d 

0.73 l - 0.05 

7.4 l - 0.9 
12.2 +- 1.1 
23.8 +- 2.2 

n.d. 

55.6 0 
50 5 
10.3 m 

3.7 s 
2.4 m 

50 5 

4.44 h 

160.2 d 

21.1 h 

20.0 m 

19.3 .- 2.2 
17.7 +- 2.3 
32.4 l - 3.0 

22.9 +- 2.1 

15.4 +- 1.5 

13.3 .- 4.8 

7.4 +- 0.7 

n.d. 
n.d. 

17.5 +- 2.6 

20.5 l - 3.5 
21.6 +- 3.6 
31.9 +- 5.3 

19.1 +- 3.b 

15.4 +- 2.4 

10.3 l - 1.‘2 

9.0 +- 1.6 

2.77 y 9.44 d 6.3 +- 0.5 5.4 l - 0.9 

3.85 d 2.1 h 6.2 +- 0.7 n-d. 

1.14 h 4.32 h 
3.24bd 4.1 I)) 

52.4 m 41.8 m 

2.9 +- 0.5 
13.6 +- 2.3 

n.d. 

30.1 y 
1.415h 

40.27 h 

32.38 d 
1.542h 

33.7 h 
204.2 d 

11.06 d 
15.19 d 

243.8 d 
1.13 h 

120.4 d 

3.32 m 
9.3 

12.79 : 

3.93 h 
10.7 m 
14.0 m 
39.8 0 
12 

9 . 4, ;: 
15.2 . 
87 d 

1.63 h 

3.4 +- 0.4 
lb.9 l - 1.8 

23.6 +- 4.3 

18.7 l - 1.8 
18.8 +- 2.5 
17.7 .- 1.4 

17.6 l - 2.0 
16.9 +- 2.8 
17.4 +- 2.8 

14.6 +- 2.1 
11.9 +- 1.2 
10.4 *- 1.0 
11.9 +- 1.6 

7.4 l - 0.7 
0.53 l - 0.2 
0.25 +- 0.03 
0.48 +- 0.15 
0.51 +- 0.10 

9.4 +- 2.6 
n.*. 

10.5 +- 1.0 
10.9 +- 1.9 

5.0 +- 1.1 
n-d. 
n-d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 

06.2 d 32.4 h 

3.3464 1.6 h 
106.6 d 83.4 d 

3.268d 2.02 h 
44 d 15.49 l 

4.34 d 8.5 h 
41.3 d 56.0 I 

1.4 +- 0.1 

0.73 l - 0.08 
2.1 +- 0.2 

n.d. 

n.d. 
1.2 .- 0.4 

0.6 +- 0.08 n-d. 
1. +- 0.3 n.d. 
1. +- 0.1 n.d. 
1. +- 0.2 n.d. 

115.1 d 6.74 . 0.89 +- 0.10 

16.8 d 54 d 1.5 +- 0.2 
34.41 d 6.25 h 2.1 +- 0.3 

n.d. 

n.d. 
1.9 l - 0.7 

137.5 d 4.5 h 1.6 +- 0.2 
265 d 8.03 I 1.2 +- 0.1 

4.6 d 48.3 d 0.11 +- 0.01 

4.1 h 4.9 h 3.8 l - 0.3 

1.4444 60 y 4.1 +- 0.4 

l.OBBd 21.5 h 3.8 +- 0.8 

n-d. 

n.d. 

n-d. 

11.3 h 3.52 h 

15.31 d 1.8 h 

3.4 +- 1.2 

1.8 +- 0.2 

n.d. 

n-d. 

6.243d 0.83 d 1.9 +- 0.2 n.d. 

38 Y 5.8 h 6.0 +- 0.1 n.d. 
5.42 h 30 m 2.6 .- 0.3 2.0 l - 0.4 

IALFLIFE 
IF PARE#l 
IUCLIOE 

l- 
II 

REAC7ION RATE 
,E-5 react./r 

a 1100 l4.v a 600 Il*v 

ton/<gtcn**21 
1 

TA3LE 5. continued on next page 
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of experimental and calculated FIGURE k Comr,ariron of experimental and calcu1at.d 
distribution. of reection rat.s VwsUs mass number of, distributions of reaction rate. VW.“. m... nu.b.r of 
spallation and fission product. produced by protons of spallation and fission products produced by protons of 
1100 Rev on l.ad. The calculations we don. mith HETC 1100 W.V on uranium. The calculations a~. don. rith HETC 
CJUEL-SPEZ-1963 and apply to thin t.rg.t., whereas the CJUEL-SPEZ-196) and apply te thin t.rgets, uhereas th. 
m...“r.m.hts h.“. been p.rforn.d on the b..m entrance measurements have been performed on the berm entrance 
surface of . thick rectangular target. surface of . thick r.ct.ngular target. 

Turning to dbpleted uranium , fiwre 4, the agreement 
between experiment and c.lcu1ati.n is bad again. In this 
figure ye distinguish bmtuoen nuclides which are B- emit- 
t&s .nd nuclide; uh&ch decay by p+ OP electron cbpture. 
The p- emitters betu.en m.6. numbers 50 and 170 nay be 
refered to .s fission products. Their reaction rates are 
higher than anticipated fron calculation. for the thin 
t&d. The P..s.~ is that neutrons produced in the thick 
target initiate fissions in th. thin target, too. 
Referring t. the calculations. however, high energy firrson 
products from bombarding uranium uith protons do not only 
consist of neutron deficient isotopes as indicated by the 
~~ofse. in figure 4, but also include some “normal* fission 
products, i.e. neutron rich isatop... Thu.. the high energy 
fission process is completely hidden by fissions from neu- 
trons of intermediate energy. 

A remarkable fact is that the c.nt.r of the calculated 
fission peak in shifted torards louer mass numbers rela- 
tively to the experimentally observed double fission pe.k 
by .bout 15 t. 20 m..s units. 
the satellite peak at m..s.s arwnd 200 units is reproduced. 
but the expwimental values are shout half an order of 
maanitude hither. the sane is true for the st.ep decrease 
b&u 0.5s n;.b.r 238. Not reproduced by the caicyl.ti.nS 
are the reaction rate. for U 237 and NP 239. the latter, 
however. is produced by neutcon. and not by protons. 

In conclusion, the experimental and calculated mass-yield 
distributions given for uranium .nd 1e.d ar. far from being 
consistent. Both experiment and node1 may be in er~.r. 
Especially for uranium. the comparison uith . thin target 
experineht would b. of gre.t interest. 

CONCLUSION 

The goal of the p,res.nt expwinent aas to deduce reaction 
rates of fission products and spallation products produced 
during irradration of natural load and depleted ur.nium 
with protons at 600 MeV and 1100 MeV. 
Although the basic spectral data appear quit. complicated* 
for most of the gamn.-ray. given in table. 4 and 5 data 

reduction uas not unusually difficult. Expwimental errws 
have been given which include st.tistical err.r., fitting 
.rr.r. for-the decomposition of . gamm.-cay line .s a 
doublet ot- triplet, counting C.te associated uncertrintie.~ 
error in detector efficiency and uncertainties in bean 
intensity. 
The major .erkness in determining reaction r.tes for fission 
and sprllation products by this technique is the r.ly on 
nuclear data: such data have different influences on the 
various prodbcts .nd result in nonuniform scatt.r in 
the data. Errors of these nuclear data have not been in- 
cluded in the erpwinentrl errors given. because they are 
normally nat tabulated in the compilations /3/./4/e 
It is apparent thrt the r..ction rites given in tab1.s 4 
and 5 vi11 change . . nuc1e.r data mrasurement become more 
accur.t.. 

th. comparisons of the present experimental data and model 
calculations with HEtC /6/ do not give encouraging con- 
sistencies, although the genar.1 shape is similar. At sm.11 
and intermediate mass numb.Ps the c.lcu1at.d mass-yield 
distributions seem to be shift.d by 15 t. 25 m..s units 
towards smaller l .sses. It ha. to be pointed out. houever. 
th.t the calculations we made for thin targ.ts. Yh.r..s 
the measurement. h.v. b..n performed on the surface of an 
“infinitely thick” spallation target. 
7. reduc. the influence Of recondiries and n.ut.nS, .n 
experim.nt to q e.sure the production rates of thin target. 
hss bem planned at 800 MeV proton .“.Pgy. 
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